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My grandfather was born in 1897. He was a soldier for his country in two of our wars, survived the trenches of Ypres 
and lived the rest of his life with the remnants of ‘shell shock’ as they called it back then. He raised a family and in 
his lifetime he saw the greatest changes in modern history. He arrived in this world greeted by horse and carriage, 
departed with the jet engine a norm, and Zach Morris had just invented the first cell phone. 

That period might have seen the most rapid changes in technology and machinery, but we are now in another time of 
progressive, incremental development and advancement. 

Sticking with a family theme: My son arrived in this world a decade after my grandfather departed it. He grew up 
loving to write and studied to be a journalist. He is now a fully-fledged reporter for a newspaper in North Carolina and 
the medium of paper news is dying. Dailies close daily. His skill is undeniable but he must adapt. He must find a way 
to make his points in an alternate way — through blogs, newsletters and rather obscure observations relative to US 
sports history!

Fact is, we are awed by change and at the same time must be ready to adapt to it…”Be Netflix not Blockbuster,” is the 
refrain.

This year’s Champions event (see page 9) reminded me of the fact that we cannot be adaptive to change if we don’t 
learn from our history — and that history here at Riverbend has been full of wonder, dedication, and passion. All three 
of our honorees are strong, insightful, and intelligent. They exemplify the leadership, advocacy, love, patience, and 
persistence that have brought all of us to a new place. They have laid a redoubtable foundation upon which we at 
Riverbend can build a new future. 

Our path forward is not always clear — our progress may not always be linear — but we are strong. We are ready to 
do this work wherever it is needed.  Who would have thought a decade ago that we would be inside our jails working 
with people with mental illness and addiction?  

System transformation is a phrase we hear a lot. It simply means that when we learn from our experiences — and 
apply those lessons intelligently — big things start to happen.

 I am happy to say that we are ready for what comes next! 

Peter Evers, Chief Executive Officer

Change… and Champions
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“We all missed Betty [Eberhart] at the 2018 Champions for Mental Health 
Awards, but it was wonderful to connect with her daughters [l-r] Ellen, Lisa, 
and Sarah that evening.” 
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The next big step

Meet the 2018 Champions for Mental Health. 
They are standing on the steps of the Main Building on the 
old NH State Hospital campus. Why here, you may ask? 

Fifty years ago (see The components of transformation, 
page 5) there was a dramatic change in approach to how  
we treated and cared for people with mental illness. 
This new approach, community-based care, essentially  
emptied this facility by the 1980s. 

Fifty years ago — when we first embraced the challenges  
involved in community-based care — we began an  
extraordinary journey that has now brought us to a new 
threshold of change.

The 2018 Champions for Mental Health exemplify the 
compassion, expertise, patience, and persistence that 
have brought us to this new place, as we begin taking the 
next big step in the delivery of behavioral health services 
in our community. 

The 2018 Champions for Mental Health exemplify 
the kind of advocacy, leadership, and vision that have 
created the foundation for system transformation.

Sharon Sweet
Family Member and Advocate

Jeanne Ryer
Integrated Care Visionary

Christine Cummings
Children’s Mental Health Leader
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What’s the step?
More people than ever before are experiencing the benefits of 
Integrated Care when they go to the doctor. Many years of effort 
are behind getting all our systems of care working together so 
this could happen.  

“Integrated Care is just the beginning, just one aspect of 
what’s starting to happen today,” said Peter Evers, Riverbend 
CEO. “We’re also bringing our services into important new  
settings — in ways that wouldn’t have been possible a few years 
ago. We’re reaching more people when they need us, and where 
they need us.

“I also think that the public is more aware of the relationship 
between behavioral health and overall health, and there’s a new 
openness to having these kinds of conversations.

“So many meetings, so many phone calls, so many studies, 
and so many small steps over time have brought us to where we 
are. It’s humbling to think about how far we’ve come just to get 
to this new beginning, because Integrated Care is where we’ve 
been headed all along,” Evers concluded. 

The journey to here
The deinstitutionalization of mental health treatment took 
decades. Between 1950 and 1990, the population at the NH 
State Hospital went from a high of 2,700 to under 300, a  
decrease of over 90 percent.

Community-based treatment involved creating a whole new 
system of treatment spaces, places for people to live, and 
a range of services and supports so that individuals could 
successfully manage their symptoms. Case management 
and social work became specialized fields with new training  
and licensing requirements. We created programs, evidence- 
based practices gradually became available, and we learned, 
over time, the best ways to deliver behavioral health services 
here in central New Hampshire. 

What are community-based  
services about?
The early years of deinstitutionalization, and the then newly  
created Concord Mental Health Center, were focused on  
developing adult services. 

“Services for adults took awhile to figure out,” said Betty  
Eberhart, one of Riverbend’s founders, in a 2013 interview (See 
Thank you Betty!, page 8). “The services we had for children —  
all our work in the schools — was completely staffed by  
volunteers for many years. There wasn’t funding for anything 
else.”

Eberhart was instrumental in leading the community effort 
to incorporate services for children into the model of what  
community-based care was going to be about here in  
Concord. Not all communities did this, and the road we chose 
in the very beginning has “made all the difference.”

The volunteer program that she created— which at its height 
involved training and managing 100+ people — helped to  
inform a generation of educators, parents, and others through-
out the area. This had a profound impact as people became 
more receptive to creating spaces and opportunities in our 
schools for behavioral health treatment to take place. 

Continued on page 6

The components  
of transformation
Several things happened in Post WWII America that 
eventually led to the complete transformation of 
care for people living with severe mental illness:

Advocacy: The experiences of psychiatrists in 
WWII who cared for soldiers at the front lines 
created new discussions at the federal level 
about mental health treatment for veterans.  
Also, conscientious objectors to military  
service — over 40,000, representing over 100 
religious traditions — were often assigned 
to work in state mental hospitals as their 
non-combat service. 

These individuals were changed by what 
they saw and experienced, and, working with  
journalists, became a force for change in  
communities across the country.

Treatment: The development of antipsychotic  
medications in the 1950s proved to be  
extremely helpful in relieving the symptoms of 
psychosis, which was a common diagnosis for 
state hospital patients. 

Federal Leadership and Funding: The  
community mental health era in the United 
States was launched with the 1963 passage 
of the Community Mental Health Centers Act, 
signed into law by John F. Kennedy. This law  
provided federal funding that ultimately lead to 
the creation of more than 750 community 
mental  health centers (CMHC) throughout the 
nation. 

Most states liked the idea of shifting the costs 
of caring for the mentally ill to the federal  
government, so there was little resistance  
to what became the deinstitutionalization 
movement.

President John F. Kennedy signs the Mental 
Health Center Act, October 31, 1963.

https://www.integration.samhsa.gov/
https://digitalcommons.tacoma.uw.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi%3Freferer%3Dhttps://search.yahoo.com/%26httpsredir%3D1%26article%3D1021%26context%3Dhistory_theses
https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php%3FstoryId%3D122017757
https://psychcentral.com/lib/antipsychotic-medications/
https://psychcentral.com/lib/antipsychotic-medications/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_Mental_Health_Act
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Those early relationships that Betty Eberhart and her  
volunteers nurtured in area schools gave a visionary like 
Christine Cummings, the recently retired Director of the  
Children’s Program at Riverbend, something to work with 
when she arrived on the scene in the 1990s. 

 “It’s those threads of connection — of relationship and  
respect —  that are so critical to creating the foundations of 
system change,” Evers said, when commenting on Eberhart’s 
legacy. 

“Years before this organization existed, Betty was helping  
people understand that treatment works and recovery is  
possible, and also that recovery is most successful when we 
address behavioral health challenges early in life.”

Creating a system of care for children
When Christine Cummings first came to Riverbend in the early 
1990s, services for children involved just a few therapists — 
some doing double-duty in the adult program — who provided  
office-based services for about 30 kids. Upon her retirement 
as Director in 2016, the Children’s Program had grown to  
embrace a staff of 85, serving approximately 1,770 young 
people and their families each year at 35 local schools, in 
the home, at Riverbend offices on Loudon Road, and at other  
locations throughout the greater Concord area.

Over a span of thirty years, Cummmings helped to  
orchestrate a dramatic transformation in how — and where —  
services for children and families are provided in this  
community. She was instrumental in developing  
a range of initiatives and partnerships that brought new  
diagnostic tools, psychiatric treatments, and evidence-based 
practices to the important work of helping young people find 
their way in the world.

 “Back in the 90s there was a major push for more  
community-based services,” Cummings said in a recent  
interview. “We knew we needed to be in the schools, because 
that’s where the kids are, and school success is so essential 
to the entire trajectory of adult life. 

“And we knew we needed to be working with the family,  
because the more family involvement and support we have, 

the better the outcome,” she said. “Knowing ‘the why’ isn’t the 
difficult part. It is ‘the how’ that can be challenging.”

Cummings is referring to the challenge of getting our  
systems of care working together and funding the level 
of community-based services that is necessary. She also  
mentioned the challenge of training and supporting the staff 
who provide these services. 

“There are a lot of challenges ahead as we continue to  
integrate behavioral health services into new settings,  
Cummings said. “Also, as we develop new tools to identify 
and treat problems as early in a child’s life as possible, we’ll 
need to develop new ways to work with families and other 
caregivers.” 

The mechanics of change
From the very beginning, Riverbend worked collaboratively 
with healthcare providers, policymakers, educators, social 
service agencies, the legal community, and many others 
to move policy and funding mechanisms in the direction of  
integrated care. Until recently there have remained some  
significant barriers to full integration.

Funding — both from Medicare/Medicaid and private  
insurance — has been at the heart of the problem. Providers  
who want to enhance behavioral health services face  
restrictions on the types of services they can bill for, and 
reimbursement rates are low. Sometimes pre-approval  
requirements or other restrictive regulations make it difficult 
for behavioral health clinicians to work directly with primary 
care providers.

Other barriers to implementing a more robust integrated 
care model involve deep, systemic issues like the nature of  
medical training, entrenched practice patterns, and privacy 
regulations that prevent providers from sharing information 
about behavioral health issues.

For integrated care to happen, the primary care and  
behavioral health systems had to figure out how to align  
financial mechanisms, practice and delivery systems,  
training, education, and many other things. 

“This kind of system change, figuring out the mechanics 
of it all, is an extraordinary task to contemplate, let alone  
implement,” Peter Evers said, when he was asked to comment 
on Jeanne Ryer’s work to bring the medical and behavioral 
health systems together. Evers said that Ryer, currently the  
Director of the NH Citizens Health Initiative, has been working 
to “change the system” throughout her career.

“Some recent developments have made advancing the  
Integrated Care model forward more or less mandatory,” he 
continued. “Jeanne’s work has been so important in helping 
us accomplish as much as we have over a relatively short  
period of time. Jeanne laid the groundwork in New  
Hampshire.” 

Evers is referring to Medicaid expansion and the  
Affordable Care Act’s mandate that marketplace plans  
include behavioral health and addiction treatment benefits. 
Over the past few years, these factors have made the full  
implementation of Integrated Care more important than 
ever.

Knowing ‘the why’ isn’t 
the difficult part. It is 
‘the how’ that can be 
so challenging.
 – Christine Cummings

https://www.citizenshealthinitiative.org/
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Bringing systems together
When Jeanne Ryer was in college in the 1980s, she learned 
that a growing number of people in the United States weren’t 
getting the healthcare they needed. It really bothered her. For 
Ryer, her work, at its core, is a social justice issue.

“I starting working as an outreach worker, helping people 
who didn’t have healthcare, and was confronted over and 
over again with the barriers,” Ryer said, when asked about 
her early awareness of the systemic inequities in our health 
care system. 

“The connection between behavioral health and physical 
health was also very clear to me in those early face-to-face 
encounters with people who needed services. Every day I was 
working with people who needed treatment that they didn’t 
have access to. It frustrated me, and I guess you can say it 
inspired me too. The right direction to go in was so obvious, 
wasn’t it?”

Ryer is a trailblazing force behind behavioral health/primary 
care integration in New Hampshire. 

She has worked tirelessly over the past three decades 
to improve access to care — and treatment options — for  
everyone living in New Hampshire. She helped to figure out 
the mechanics of bringing systems together. She embraced 
her leadership role, kept true to her vision, and helped build 
strong coalitions with a wide range of stakeholders. 

Her current work as Director of the NH Citizens Health  
Initiative has been instrumental in creating the capacity to 
make Integrated Care a reality in New Hampshire.

 “Jeanne strives to utilize every available pulpit in her  
efforts to bring behavioral health services to those who  
need it,” Peter Evers said. “She is passionately committed to 
creating a fair and equitable healthcare system, and in her  
various roles over the years she has always looked for  
opportunities to learn, teach, and partner to align our systems 
of care.”

Stigma
The public perception of Riverbend as taking care of  
severely and chronically mentally ill adults is an accurate 
one. It was our initial mandate, and we do it well. But this 
was never all we did.

“Back in the 50s and 60s we started talking with people about 
not only the issues that children were struggling with, but 
also about the shame of having any issues at all,” said Betty  
Eberhart. “The stigma was so powerful at times. Teachers 
and parents would look me in the eye and tell me that their 
students or their children didn’t have any emotional issues. 
Sometimes it was impossible to break through,” Eberhart 
added. 

Fighting stigma has been a steady, if not always consistent, 
part of our work through the years. Looking back, we can see 
a trail of strong leadership from the Board of Directors and 
management. 

“This group — Riverbend’s leadership through time —  
demonstrated an important kind of community-wide visibility 
and presence in addressing stigma,” Eberhart said. “For the 
most part, I think Riverbend’s leadership has always played  

an important advocacy role. I’m talking about people who 
were willing to stand up and speak out and be visible and fight 
for things sometimes.”

More recently, Riverbend has played a leadership role in  
the state and nation in educating the public about  
behavioral health issues, and normalizing the behavioral 
health conversation.

Riverbend helped to launch the national Campaign to 
Change Direction across the state in 2016. The  
changedirectionnh.org  campaign brought good, basic 
information about the ’5 Signs’ of emotional suffering to 
thousands of New Hampshire residents through school 
and community presentations, digital platforms, and print  
communications.

 “That kind of effort, and the celebrity participation, too,  
really got new kinds of conversations going everywhere,” 
Evers said. He went on to describe the Mental Health First Aid 
program that Riverbend sponsors, and how that represents a 
further step in educating the public and reducing stigma.

“With Mental Health First Aid, we’re equipping people with 
the skills they need to identify, understand, and respond to 
behavioral health issues in their workplace, families, and 
community,” Evers explained. “As more and more people 
feel comfortable and confident having these conversations 
— without judgment or fear — more people will be guided 
toward getting the treatment they need.”

The personal transformation
“I never expected to get involved,” Sharon Sweet said at the 
Champions for Mental Health Awards on October 17. “My 
eyes were opened when my sister Beth committed suicide in 
2003.”

Riverbend recognized early in its history that helping the 
friends and family surrounding a person living with mental  
illness was an important part of community-based work. 

Every day I was working 
with people who needed 
treatment that they  
didn’t have access to.
             – Jeanne Ryer

Continued on page 8

https://www.citizenshealthinitiative.org/
https://www.citizenshealthinitiative.org/
http://www.changedirectionnh.org
https://www.mentalhealthfirstaid.org/
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 “My sister Beth was an angel, such a good person,” Sweet 
said, “and she started to struggle with depression when she 
was in college. It got worse, and she was getting treatment, 
but one day this happened. I never expected it to happen, but 
it did.”

Sharon Sweet and her mother came to Riverbend just a 
few days after Beth’s death. They wanted to do something 
that would help people like Beth who were struggling with 
mental illness. They wanted to keep Beth’s memory — and her 
generous spirit — active in the world by establishing a fund in 
her name. 

The Beth Sweet Fund 
For the past 15 years, the Beth Sweet Fund has helped  
hundreds of Riverbend clients to acquire basic items or  
participate in meaningful activities that support  
independence, symptom management, wellness, and  
ongoing recovery. The fund puts warm coats on people  
every winter. It helps people set up a first apartment, buy 
job interview outfits, and take classes. Over the years it has  
enabled clients to purchase art, crafting, sewing, and knitting 
supplies. Last summer the fund helped a young man  
acquire a fishing license so he could legally participate in a  
favorite hobby. The fund makes a huge difference, every day,  
by making many little things possible. 

Role model
“I want to thank my mother,” Sharon said. “She never spoke 
in any shaming way about Beth’s depression, and she never 
shied away from any conversation about her illness. She was 
a good role model for me, because since then I’ve never shied 
away from conversations about mental illness, either.”

In the years following her sister’s death, Sharon got involved 
as an advocate for high quality behavioral health treatment, 
and served on the Riverbend Board from 2006-2015. She has 

always generously contributed her professional skills and 
time to assist Riverbend with its fundraising and community 
education programs.

 “Sharon has shown each of us how to reach out, be a voice 
for the voiceless, and transform her grief into a living legacy 
that touches many people,” said Evers when he was asked 
about Sharon’s contribution to Riverbend’s work. “Sharon  
exemplifies the one-conversation-at-a-time approach to  
creating change, and that approach is always an essential  
ingredient in creating big systemic shifts like what’s  
happening now.”

 Stepping out
The work of many people has brought us to this point in time, 
this juncture, this time of transition. 

“We owe much gratitude to the many people before us 
who have gotten involved and supported this work through 
the years,” Evers said. “Our Champions — as well as our  
supporters, staff, and clients — have all played a crucial role 
in shaping our development through time,” Evers continued. 

“Our story is about what positive social change looks like, 
and we are ready to care for the behavioral health of our  
community in new ways and in new places as we step into 
the future.”

Riverbend invites you to follow us, support us, and learn 
more about our work. Visit us online or call Karen Jantzen, 
VP of Community Affairs at 603-226-7505 ext. 4333 or   
kjantzen@riverbendcmhc.org

Since then I’ve never 
shied away from  
conversations about 
mental illness.
           – Sharon Sweet

Thank you Betty!

Your voice was there in the very beginning, helping us 
figure out what community-based care would be about. 

Your commitment and passion has been there in  
countless conversations, meetings, and phone calls, 
advocating for what you believed to be the best thing 
for our community and state. 

You are so much a part of what we have become. 

We should be at the top of the river
finding out who is pushing people 
into the water, instead of waiting at 
the mouth of the river working to 
pull them out.

 – Betty Eberhart
      1928 — 2018

https://www.riverbendcmhc.org/product/beth-sweet-fund/
http://riverbendcmhc.org
http://riverbendcmhc.org
http://riverbendcmhc.org
http://riverbendcmhc.org
mailto:kjantzen%40riverbendcmhc.org?subject=
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Over 200 friends, family, and staff gathered at the Capitol Center for the Arts in downtown Concord to honor this year’s award recipients 
Sharon Sweet, Chris Cummings, and Jeanne Ryer. Learn more about our 2018 champions and link to the event photo album at  
riverbendcmhc.org/champions

Champions for Mental Health — 2018

Presenting sPonsor Host

Thank you! 
The following businesses, organizations, families, and  
individuals have helped to make this event possible.

CHAMPION 
Merrimack County Savings Bank
Northeast Delta Dental
TD Bank

ADVOCATE
Concord Hospital
Harvard Pilgrim Health Care
IPG Employee Solutions
Janssen Pharmeceuticals
JND eSolutions, LLD
Prescott Park Condo Owners Association
Robert Thomson and Lucy Hodder

MENTOR
Bailey’s Carpets
Fidelity Investments
Franklin Savings Bank
Group Dynamic, Inc.
Harvest Capital
JH Spain Commercial Services, LLC
Mason & Rich
Milestone Engineering & Construction, Inc.
Northway Bank
Sulloway & Hollis, PLLC
USI New England
  

ASSOCIATE
Baker Newman & Noyes
Peter and Peg Blume
Caron & Bletzer, PLLC
Concord Regional VNA
Guidance Point Retirement Services
Lauer Architects
The Lawson Group
Pero Consulting Group, LLC
Jeffery and Jill Savage
Sarah Walsh, MD
Jack and Pat Weeks

FRIEND
A.I.M. Mutual Insurance Companies
Conway Office Solutions
Engelberth Construction, Inc.
Mental Health Center of Greater Manchester
Allan M. Moses
Mutual of Omaha
New England High Risk Management
Terry Sturke and Thomas Bell
Diana Weiner, MD

Special Thanks
Accompany Video Production 
Capital Craftsman & Romance Jewelers 
Common Man Concord
Geoff Forrester 
JoyMark Photography
Paxton Communications 
Speedy Printing & Copying 
True Confections

http://riverbendcmhc.org/champions


A new foundation for living
The SOAR program at the Merrimack County jail exemplifies our 
approach to provide care in the right place, at the right time.
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The SOAR Program (Successful Offender Adjustment and Re-Entry) is a partnership 
between the Merrimack County Department of Corrections (MCDOC), Riverbend, and 
several other agencies and organizations (see Partners) who are working together to 
break the high rate of recidivism in Merrimack County— a rate which has been fueled by 
substance use disorders (see The Need).

The program is an alternative sentencing option for those who are at high risk for 
returning to jail if they are left untreated. Participants must be able to accept intensive 
supervision, attend individual and group therapy sessions as directed, and complete 284 
education hours of classroom instruction during their “in-house” experience at MCDOC. 

One essential and differentiating feature of the program is that Riverbend clinicians 
are now working with inmates both inside and outside the jail. Riverbend is effectively 
helping to create “the bridge” between incarceration and community living.

“We’re able to establish relationships with participants while they are at the jail by 
teaching classes and facilitating groups,” said Alex Holland, a Riverbend Re-Entry Case 
Manager. “It makes it easier, more natural, to stay in touch upon release because they 
know me and trust me. They know I am here to help.”

Continued on page 11
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Bringing systems together

“This [program] isn’t about going soft on crime,” said Ross  
Cunningham, Superintendent, MCDOC, in a Concord Monitor  
article that appeared when the idea was first proposed in 2015. 
“There isn’t an offender around here who likes the idea of getting 
up at 7 in the morning to do programming all day, and then be  
responsible for their space, their time, and be accountable for their  
behavior. That’s a whole new concept for them.” For Cunningham, 
treatment is about helping someone learn how to approach life in a 
completely new way.

Before coming to MCDOC in 2014, Cunningham had developed 
a model treatment-based re-entry program at the Sullivan County  
Jail. The Transitional Re-entry and Inmate Life Skills (TRAILS) 
program provided high-risk individuals with three months of 
in-house treatment and up to a year of monitored care in the  
community after release. It was one of the first programs of  
its kind — and recidivism plunged to 20 percent in Sullivan  
County. This rate was half of what it was before, and it remains 
one of the lowest rates in New Hampshire today.

While some aspects of the SOAR Program got underway as early 
as 2015, it wasn’t until the Edna McKenna Community Corrections 
Center opened in February of 2018 that things really got rolling. 

The Center occupies the old Merrimack Country Jail building  
and houses minimum-security inmates. It contains multiple  
classrooms, a visiting area, segregated living quarters, a dining hall, 
staff offices, and meeting rooms. The facility’s maximum capacity 
is 68 inmates, with beds divided evenly for men and women. Cur-
rently, about one third of the population are SOAR participants.

“Everyone at the Center is classified as Minimum Security-Out, 
meaning that they are either in programs or can leave the facility to 
go out on work release or as part of a work crew,” explained Karen 
Woliver, the Director of Community Corretions Programs at MCDOC. 

“It’s good to keep these units flexible,” Woliver continued. “We 
have a crew that works on the County Farm, a grounds crew, and 
a cleaning crew here. We currently have two SOAR units, two work 
release units, and two flex units.”

Riverbend staff currently work only with SOAR participants. One 
of the goals of this program is that eventually, all inmates at the 
Center will receive a behavioral health assessment, as well as the 
opportunity to receive case management services and work with an 
individual therapist. 

Crime and addiction

The connection between addiction and crime isn’t new; what’s 
new is the high number of New Hampshire residents who are com-
mitting crimes to support their addictions. The opioid crisis is not 
only killing people, it is also filling up jails throughout the state. 

Though other New England states also experienced spikes in 
opioid-related deaths, New Hampshire currently ranks No. 3 in the 
nation – just behind West Virginia and Ohio, for the number of opi-
oid-related deaths relative to its population. It ranks No. 1, though, 
for fentanyl-related deaths per capita.

“But it isn’t just opioids,” said Wolivar. “We are seeing a lot of 
meth[amphetamine] addiction. Meth isn’t known for the overdose 
death counts seen with opiates, but it kills the body over time.”

Wolivar said that alcoholism and other substance misuse is 
also addressed, as needed, in the treatment program. “We work 
hard to help participants see all of their addictive patterns and 
behaviors, and hopefully begin making new choices,” she said. 

The need
A 2014 profile of incarcerated individuals at 
MCDOC told us that 93% had an identified 
substance use disorder, 55% had a  
co-occurring mental health disorder, and 
54% returned to incarceration within 12 
months of their release.

84% of SOAR participants 
have a co-occurring mental 
health disorder

SOAR: Community 
Re-Entry Program

Community Partners

Alternative Solutions Associates, Inc.
Capital Region Health Care
Concord Coalition to End Homelessness
Concord Human Services
HOPE for NH Recovery
McKenna House
Merrimack County Department of Corrections
Riverbend Community Mental Health, Inc.

A paradigm shift
Reduce recidivism by preparing inmates  
to make a successful transition back to  
community living by:

 • Targeting high-risk offenders

 • Providing comprehensive and person-
  focused behavioral health treatment,  
  skill-development, and training 

 • Linking offenders to services

 • Providing ongoing (post release) support

https://www.riverbendcmhc.org/trying-to-break-the-cycle-of-crime-and-addiction-at-merrimack-county-jail-from-the-inside-out/
https://www.cdc.gov/drugoverdose/data/statedeaths.html
https://www.cdc.gov/drugoverdose/data/statedeaths.html
https://www.cdc.gov/drugoverdose/data/fentanyl.html
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So far, the people in aftercare 
are doing pretty well.

   – Karen Wolivar

Co-occurring mental health disorders

The same 2014 profile (see page 11) that told us that  
virtually all MCDOC inmates had an identified substance 
use disorder also told us that more than half are living with 
co-occurring mental health issues that can complicate 
their addiction and its treatment. 

“It’s a very hard life being an addict,” said Holland, 
who provides pre and post-release support to SOAR  
participants. “There is tons of guilt and shame to work 
through — and we need to work with that all the time. 
Shame stops you from growing, and people in recovery 
struggle with shame and guilt on a daily basis.”

Chronic anxiety and depression are very common in this 
population, and symptoms can range from moderate to  
severe. Also most participants have some kind of  
significant trauma and abuse in their history. Many confront 
that part of their story for the first time in this program. 

“PTSD [post traumatic stress disorder] is experienced 
and processed differently by men and women, and the 
healing process is also different, so the trauma groups we 
facilitate are organized by gender,” said Drew Angelopolous 
a Riverbend clinician who provides individual counseling  
and group facilitation while offenders are inside, and  
facilitates relapse prevention groups when they return to 
community living.

“But for both men and women, understanding how  
trauma has impacted one’s life, then developing safe  
coping strategies for managing one’s emotions, and also 
learning how to move past the trauma and its impact — all 
this represents many small steps in the recovery process,” 
Angelopolous added. 

“We’re helping people build a new foundation for living, 
and the people succeeding now in the community have 
worked very hard to establish this foundation prior to their 
release — and are continuing this work in aftercare.”

The path to recovery

All SOAR participants live at the Edna McKenna Community  
Corrections Center and attend classes Monday through  
Friday. The program day starts at 8:15 AM and ends at 3:30 
PM. All classes are based on evidence-based treatment 
models that support substance misuse prevention, include 
educational and psycho/social skill-building components, 
and facilitate positive cognitive-behavioral change.

“The life-skills learning aspect of what we’re doing here 
is so important,” said Angelopolous, “The people I work 
with every day are facing their addictions and learning  
completely new ways to be a person in the world. There’s 
incredible loss and a lot of pain to deal with when you start 
to realize all the ways that addiction has shaped your life 
and your relationships.” 

The SOAR program is marked by five key steps and  
milestones, beginning at the courthouse.

 Only offenders who are court-ordered 
are eligible. The offender must demonstrate to the judge a  
willingness to participate in the program. All candidates 
for the program are considered to be at high risk to  
re-offend if placed back in the community without additional  
support, based on the Ohio Risk Assessment Scale 
(ORAS). The ORAS uses factors such as family legal  
history, neighborhood, and age at which first crime was  
committed, to predict one’s risk to re-offend.

 Once accepted into the program, a  
comprehensive criminogenic and substance use disorder  
assessment is conducted and a transition plan is  
developed. This assessment includes the individual’s view 
of the problem, family history, financial situation, family 
and social supports, history of behavioral health symptoms 
and treatment, and the individual’s future goals. Certain  
aspects of treatment and aftercare support are determined 
by this assessment.

 Offenders participate in the SOAR  
Program, completing 284 hours (60 days) of classroom 
time, as well as individual therapy and group meetings, over 
the required minimum six-month sentence, with two years 
of probation.

 Electronic monitoring and probation can  
begin within two weeks of completing the in-house phase 
of the program. Once safe housing has been verified by 
MCDOC staff, the SOAR participant can be released, and 
aftercare can begin.

All participants receive case management support and 
attend a weekly aftercare relapse prevention group for 
one year following release. Additional supports — such as  
individual therapy or Intensive Outpatient Programs — may 
be required of participants based on individual needs. 

 After one year of participation in the post- 
release support program, there is an official graduation  
celebration, attended by the Superintendent and other staff, 
and there is always a cake!

 1. Sentencing

 2. Assessment

 3. Treatment

 4. Aftercare

 5. Recognition

https://www.drc.ohio.gov/oras%20
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Considering criminogenic risk factors

The program takes a very intense and comprehensive 
approach to addressing what Wolivar described as “the 
criminogenic risk factors” of participating individuals. 
Criminogenic risk factors are the risk factors associated  
with criminal conduct. Some risk factors can be  
influenced or changed, while others cannot. 

Those that cannot be changed are called ‘”static.” 
 Examples include prior criminal record, family history, 
and/or early onset of criminal behavior. 

Those factors that can be changed are called “dynamic.”  
They include factors like an offender’s attitudes and  

values, the offender’s social/familial group, problem solving 
skills, substance misuse, housing and employment status. 
All these factors are also correlated with recidivism.

These dynamic factors are also called criminogenic  
needs: crime-producing factors that are strongly  
correlated with risk. The dynamic risk factors targeted 
for change in the SOAR Program are illustrated in the 
diagram above.

Riverbend services available to 
SOAR participants in aftercare

CHOICES: Outpatient help and hope for  
adolescents and adults whose substance 
use is affecting the quality of their life. No 
appointment is necessary.

Community Support Program: For 
qualifying individuals living with severe and 
persistent mental illness, this Riverbend  
program provides case management,  
individual  therapy and group work, functional  
support, supported employment, and integrated  
primary care.

Riverbend Counseling Associates:  
A professional group practice providing  
individual, couples, and family counseling 
services for adults 18+.

Needs

Attitude,  
Thinking,  
Decision  
Making Employment

Relationship
Choices

Education
Housing 

and 
Community

Family  
Relationships  

and  
Parenting

Control of 
Addictive
Behaviors

We’re helping people build a new foundation for living.

   – Drew Argelopolous

http://www.voiceforthedefenseonline.com/story/criminogenic-risk-assessments-what-are-they-and-what-do-they-mean-your-client
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Re-Entry and Aftercare

SOAR participants are released on electronic monitoring 
after completing the in-house portion of the program — 
usually about 60 days. 

“Work readiness is part of the initial assessment,” Wolivar 
said, “and if a participant has challenges in that area we  
focus on those challenges in class and in therapy  
sessions.” All SOAR participants are expected to find work 
or return to previous employment upon release.

To prepare for re-entry, participants are encouraged to 
think about important decisions they will be making soon 
— like where they are going to live, who they will live with, 
and how they plan to manage sobriety — and talk about it 
all with their counselors.

“The re-entry phase of the program is extremely important, 
because people can feel really vulnerable and scared about 
what’s starting to happen to them,” Holland said.

 “People who have stuck with it and completed the  
in-house phase of treatment are in a new place. They’re 
learning so much about themselves and how to live in 
the world. At the same time they are working at a new job 
and probably working harder than they ever have before. 
They’re also changing their relationships and negotiating 
new living arrangements. And if you are a parent you’re also 
facing a new dynamic with your kids. It’s a lot to handle on 
your own. An important part of the work I do is helping people 
manage whatever comes up for them,” Holland said.

As a Re-Entry Case Manager, Holland helps people  
obtain ongoing mental health treatment, which may include  

therapy, psychiatric medication, and community supports. 
She also helps people initiate and maintain substance 
misuse treatment, and remains available for a year post- 
release to connect people with whatever supports are 
needed to maintain recovery.

“Once you’re on the recovery journey there are so many 
things you have to figure out,” Holland said. “Many of us 
have positive and supportive people in our lives to talk to 
when we’re working through challenges. Many of the people  
I work with don’t have that resource, so I’m it!” Holland said.

How’s it going?

It’s too early for any kind of formal evaluation, but as of 
September 30, 2018, twenty-five men and women had 
completed the SOAR program. At the end of September,  
fifteen new people were entering the program. 
“SOAR is set up so individuals can begin at any time,” Wolivar 

said. “And I can say that I’m very proud of the people who 
have worked so hard to achieve and maintain sobriety, and 
begin living a different kind of life.
“So far, the people in aftercare are doing pretty well,” Wolivar 

continued. “We’ll know a lot more after another year or two 
when we’ll have actual measures of how people are doing 
over time — and have a sense of the overall impact of the 
SOAR program on recidivism. I’m feeling hopeful.” 

Once you are in recovery there 
are so many things you have to 
figure out.

   – Alex Holland

How a re-entry case manager can help

Behavioral Health: Assists in initiating and maintaining  
behavioral health treatment and community supports as  
necessary.

Housing: Assist with all aspects of identifying, securing, and 
maintaining safe housing.

Employment: Facilitate and support each step of the job  
preparation and application process.

Transportation: Help with transportation needs, and  
assistance with securing and maintaining licenses and  
vehicles.

Education: Assistance with finding resources to return to 
school, or to attend special classes and seminars.

Physical Health: Assist in securing health care and dental 
care.

Child Care: Provide resources and options to meet  
childcare needs.

Social Support: Help participants find and maintain  
pro-social activities.
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changes

everything

I made my kids  
so proud! 
          — Amy Albright 
  Back Room Coordinator and  
  Customer Service Associate
  TJ Maxx

A program of Riverbend Community Mental Health, Inc. • riverbendcmhc.org

#workchangeseverything

changes

everything

Nobody can do it  
all on their own. 
         —  Michael W. Lemire 
  Artist

A program of Riverbend Community Mental Health, Inc. • riverbendcmhc.org

#workchangeseverything

changes

everything

I’m doing things that 
wouldn’t have been 
possible before. 
          — Lynne Tower 
  Maintenance
  Hannaford Supermarket

#workchangeseverything

A program of Riverbend Community Mental Health, Inc. • riverbendcmhc.org

changes

everything

It’s a good feeling  
to work every day.
  
          — Daniel Morse
  Commercial Cleaning
   Unic Pro Inc.

#workchangeseverything

A program of Riverbend Community Mental Health, Inc. • riverbendcmhc.org

Employment Services — available to participants 
in Riverbend’s Community Support Program —  
recently launched the campaign   
#workchangeseverything.

Riverbend clients are sharing their successes and 
helping us spread the word about the supported 
employment program at Riverbend. 

changes

everything

Make your world a  
better place in 2019

 Mental Health First Aid is an 
8-hour course that teaches you how to help someone 
who may be experiencing a mental health or substance 
use challenge. The training helps you identify,  
understand and respond to signs of addictions and 
mental illnesses.

 Mental Health First Aid is 
intended for all the people and organizations that make 
up the fabric of a community. It’s for everyone!  
Certification meets CEU requirements.

 Chambers of commerce, 
professional associations, hospitals, nursing homes, 
rotary clubs, parent organizations, social clubs and 
other groups, professionals who regularly interact with 
a lot of people — such as police officers and human 
resource directors, primary care providers, school and 
college leadership, faith communities, friends and 
family of individuals with mental illness or addiction, or 
anyone interested in learning more about mental illness 
and addiction.

Fridays – February 8 & 15, 2019 • 8:00 AM to 12:00
Center for Health Promotion - Concord
49 South Main Street, Suite 201

Fridays – March 1 & 8, 2019 • 8:00 AM to 12:00
Riverbend - Concord
10 West Street

 Register online at  
riverbendcmhc.org  or email mhfa@riverbendcmhc.org.

 For more information about 
the training see mentalhealthfirstaid.org

Other things of note...

Read their stories and learn more about this program at riverbendcmhc.org

I’m listening… with Peter Evers

Peter Evers and Chris Ryan 
discuss the behavioral health 
issues facing our community 
today. 

Thursdays at 3 pm
Saturday/Sunday at 2 pm

Listen on demand
nhtalkradio.com

TAKE THE COURSE

MAKE A DIFFERENCE

WHO ATTENDS

UPCOMING TRAINING

SIGN UP NOW

LEARN MORE

http://riverbendcmhc.org
mailto:mhfa%40riverbendcmhc.org?subject=
http://mentalhealthfirstaid.org
http://riverbendcmhc.org
http://nhtalkradio.com
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Franklin Office
53 Kendall Street, Franklin
Services for children and adults

Mill House 
30 Tremont Street, Boscawen
Supported residence for adults

Administration
278 Pleasant Street, Concord
Offices of the President, Community Affairs, Finance, 
Operations, Human Resources, Quality Assurance

Twitchell House
111 Pleasant Street, Concord
Supported residence for adults

Psychiatric Emergency Services
40 Pleasant Street, Concord
1-844-7-Help4U   (1-844-743-5748)

Choices
3 North State Street, Concord
1-844-5-CHOOSE  (1-844-524-6673)
Addiction treatment for adolescents (14+) 
and adults (18+)

Fayette 
4-6 Fayette Street, Concord
Supported residence for adults 

Community Support Program
Integrated Center for Health
10 West Street, Concord
Services for adults

Children’s Program
105 Loudon Road, Bldg 3, Concord

Information Technology Department
105 Loudon Road, Bldg 4, Concord

Counseling Associates
130 Pembroke Road, Concord
Individual, couples, and family therapy
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